Multi-role versatility in an ultra small form factor

The Viglen Integra combines an ultra-small form factor with hybrid computing flexibility, ideal for multiple deployment scenarios.
INTEGRA

Versatile
The Viglen Integra is designed on the mini-ITX form factor, ideally suited to ultra-compact, feature-rich motherboards offering a range of configurations to fit your demands of budget, connectivity, manageability, performance and lifecycle.

Hybrid
The flexible configuration and compact size of the Viglen Integra makes it an ideal platform for hybrid computing. Choose a traditional CPU/hard drive spec for local computing, or a lean, power-efficient build to deploy the Integra as a thin client, simplifying deployment and maximising security and availability.

Environmental
As part of your green computing strategy, the Viglen Integra is a key player. Developed within Viglen’s ISO 14001 certified process, the physically smaller Integra chassis reduces raw material consumption, while its carefully selected configurations minimise energy consumption with the latest Intel power saving technology. The 80 PLUS power supply ensures that at least 85% of the electricity supplied is used for active computing, to maximise its green footprint.

Description

- **Operating System**
  - Windows 8 Pro
  - Windows® 7 Professional
  - Windows® Vista
  - Windows® XP

- **Processor**
  - Latest Intel® Core™ i3 , Atom and Pentium®

- **Memory**
  - Up to 8GB DDR3 *

- **Motherboard**
  - Choice of Viglen and Intel® mini-ITX form factor, attached display and tool-free base unit cover

- **Hard Drive**
  - 2.5” Serial ATA Solid State Drive or Hard Drive (options up to 1TB)

- **Network**
  - Integrated Intel® Gigabit Ethernet Adapter*

- **Graphics**
  - Integrated Intel® GMA or HD supporting up to 256MB memory*

- **Audio**
  - Integrated HD or multichannel*

- **Optical Drive/Card Reader**
  - Internal DVD ReWriter Drive
  - Optional internal multi-format Card Reader

- **External Interfaces**
  - Front-Facing USB, IEEE1394a and audio*

- **Input**
  - 105-key USB2.0 keyboard and optical mouse with optional upgrades

- **Power Supply**
  - 250W 80 PLUS

- **Security**
  - Standard: Base unit and monitor
  - Optional: Security pillar, secure cable loop, secure monitor and rear cover screws

- **Display**
  - 75mm/100mm VESA mount, supporting a range of displays from 17” to 22” widescreen, with hardscreen and touchscreen options

- **Height Adjust**
  - 80mm

- **System Dimensions (H x W x D)**
  - 270 x 400 x 200mm

* depends on motherboard choice
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